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MELS LOVE LAND

Literacy is the liberty to read and write. 

In this issue of Mels Love Land we tackle the many ways 

literacy will rise in the 21st Century as we put our attention 

and efforts on bringing love to literacy. 

All of our systems need to be re-aligned with love. 

Our world needs a reset. 

Every area, 

every neighborhood, 

from the top down, 

bottom up. 

Educate 

Reset 

Reform 

Revive 

Nourish 

with 

Love, 

Literacy 

and 

Justice for all. 

M E L   N O T E

THE JOY OF LITERACY

FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION

Love, 
Mel
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Birth of a new 
Paradigm 
Ordered By  
Education  
Understanding 
Justice 
and Love.

Mel shares the true story of  
what happened when she set out 
to Love Everyone.



Behind the scenes of the
upcoming love doc reveals the
comedy and the commitment that
goes into any work of art. All the
power and beauty resides in the
preparation, the execution and
the care in building the puzzle,
embracing the collaboration and
the quiet moments when you
want to give up.
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INTO THE HEART 
OF FILMING 

Every day more love. More
ways to express the practice of
All Systems Love. More ways to
be loving to ourselves and our
communities.
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Audrey Hepburn talked about the
miracle of a well cared for garden "To
plant a garden is to believe in tomorrow. 
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CONNECTING TO YOUR
INNER POWER

Oprah taking a well deserved bow at the LA  
screening for her film The Immortal Life of  
Henrietta Lacks at LACMA's BING theater.

It is time to help each other transcend our limiting beliefs and head into the field of pure 
possibility. As always, I hope your soul's expression breaks through utilizing whatever 
language is necessary for a full rich radiant vibrance that fills your being. Listening to what 
speaks to you and around you. As these individual notes join together feel the stirrings of 
our collective heart become a radiating social force bringing each of our inner struggles 
and personal journeys into the larger unfolding experience, giving context and allowing 
nature to enact its most beautiful elegant outflow beyond the gravity of our day to day.
Delivering exactly what is necessary for your full experience of each moment at the highest
possibility for your happiness

Check out Mels Sunday Talks on SoundCloud.
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EVERYONE 



ACTION 
YOUR

H E R E

OLD CARS. NEW MEMORIES. ADVERTISE WITH LOVE.
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PART  OF  DOM  &  THE  BIRD  HOUSE

EST  2017  

A BAND OF 
SINGERS

I N T H E H E A R T O F

B E A C HWOOD C A N Y O N

A S A C R E D G R O U P

O F A R T I S T S .

S T O R Y T E L L E R S

A N D A C T I V I S T S

G A T H E R T O G E T H E R

I N H A RMON Y

T O A C T I V I T A T E O U R

C O L L E C T I V E L O V E

O F O U R L A N D S .

L E A D B Y

M U S I C M A K E R

M A E S A P U L L M A N

John Allen and Bella Nestour are the lead 
activists creating a community of deep 

ecology and relationship to the land. Maesa 
co-founded and leads this non-traditional 
choir. The Band of Singers merge group- 

singing w ith storytelling to collectively create 
original and interactive performance 

experiences. Harmony is key :)  W e meet at 
the BirdHouse in Beachw ood Canyon 

( Los Angeles)



Martin Luther King Jr. often said "there
is a power in our hearts more powerful
than the power of bullets" ... and today in
the land of the free and the home of the
brave it's never been more important to
remember.
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All Things are
Echoes of the
Voice for Love.

Members of A Band of Singers performing for the children
of Cheramoya School at the Birdhouse community garden.

It is time to help each other transcend our limiting beliefs
and head into the field of pure possibility. As always, I hope
your soul's expression breaks through utilizing whatever
language is necessary for a full rich radiant vibrance that
fills your being. Listening to what speaks to you and around
you.
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Read 
Into 

Your Life

Not every child has that same
access to books. That’s why Fey
supports Reading Is Fundamental,
the nation’s leading literacy
nonprofit since 1966. The
organization, which was founded
by Margaret McNamara (the wife
of former secretary of defense
Robert S. McNamara), has
distributed 415 million books to
more than 40 million children
across the country and enlisted a
million volunteers to bolster
literacy rates. 

In 2017, one million books
were gifted to children who
needed them, from pre-
kindergarten through 12th
grade. “There are 25 million
children in America today who
aren’t reading proficiently,”
says Reading Is Fundamental
president and CEO Alicia Levi.
“That’s a problem we can
solve." 

Reading Is Fundamental, or
RIF, as it ’s often called,
operates by funneling money
into local organizations. 

“We invest in community
literacy advocates,” Levi
explains. “Sometimes they are
schools. Sometimes they are
parent groups. Those groups
then take the final step to
make those books available.
In addition to that, we
encourage those groups to
create cultural literacy.” 

BY RAMIN SETOODEH



CHOOSE 
LOVE

NEXT 100 CHALLENGE 
MELS LOVE LAND

1 | 11 | 19



O U R  L I V I N G
L I B R A R I E S

From Julie Sandorf,president of the Charles H.Revson

Foundation - The Invest in Libraries campaign

www.investinlibraries.org has been an unmitigated and 

unprecedented success—establishing citywide six-day 

service,extended branch hours, increased funding that

allowed more staff to be hired,and hundreds of millions of

dollars in capital investment for branches across the five

boroughs. 

This all means more for the people of New York City: more

expert staff,more time in branches, and more

programming.At the New York Public Library, for example,

the additional funding allowed for the hiring of 60 new 

librarians for children and teens,which helped generate a 

105% increase in early literacy program attendance. That

means more kids reading,preparing for kindergarten, and 

getting a solid foundation in their educational careers.
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UP & UP: Empowering 

Young Girls to Lead with Love.

Mel at the New York Public Library for the Performing Arts

The communities of this city are stronger
when our libraries are stronger,  
and the last few years prove that.



ACTIVISM

Tina Fey invests time
and advocacy into RIF

For 35 years, Reading Is Fundamental received
millions of dollars in federal support. But in
2011, Congress cut all government spending to
the nonprofit in a move to prioritize
competition for funding. “As you can imagine,
the loss of that funding severely affected
communities across the country,” says Beth
Meyer, the group’s chief marketing officer. 

That means that the organization, which
operates with about 25 employees, has had to
rely on individuals and corporate sponsors
such as Macy’s and Amazon. Last year the web
goliath ran a two-week campaign with its
consumers, asking them to chip in. That
resulted in the sale of 11,400 books, which
were donated to the charity. “It’s important
that children have books of their own choice
that they can call their own,” Levi 

TIME

READ ING 

IS 

FUNDAMENTAL
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Re-mastering love and respect

in the 21st Century. to re-create

our systems of common wealth.

When I read a book and feel the

paper, and people see me with a

book in my hands is a

revolutionary act. What it

means when I read a book is

connecting with myself, my

family and the worlds at large. 



The ability to expand our community understanding by demonstrating our 
connection to co-create, to take action and to share the gifts we have been given.

Th e  J o y  o f  L i t e r a c y

CREATING CONVOS +  LOVE ACTIONS =  MAKING CONNECTIONS

ECOLOGY

PEACE

JOY

PRISON

ANIMAL

MELS LOVE LANDMINIMAG ISSUE 14 | LITERACY 

PUBLIC LAND

HEART

LOVE

JUSTICE

HUMAN RIGHTs



“There is a kind of magic available
in a 20-minute writing sprint,
sufficient power to unearth a seed
that may grow into something
larger, or even produce a work
that is complete.”  
“Twenty Minute Stories” explores
the magic of the writers room to
support the creative writing
process. In this collection curated
from ‘2o minute’ writing sessions. 

Edited by Linda Gabriel 20
Minute Stories opens the door
to an active and productive
process that connects to the
possibility available in each
moment to allow the stirring of
spirit to produce wonderful
work on the page. The work
collected in Twenty Minute
Stories ranges in topic and
feeling as diverse as the
authors in the book and remain
connected via the device of the
prompts as spark divining
wonderful work. 

Twenty-Minute stories and
poems is a collection of
works that were written in 20
minutes or less. They have
been edited for grammar and
spelling, but other than a
word added here or removed
there, they are presented as
written, fresh on the
page. The book reminds
anything can happen in the
pure presence of the heart, it
suggests you always begin
where you are. 

Now available for order  
on Amazon. 

What Are You Going to Do  
w/ your Next 20 Minutes?

Stay Alive  

to Possibility
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Recent community events 

have included: 

-NEXT 100

-MAKE 100 HEARTS

-KINDNESS CLUB
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SPEAKING 
FROM  
THE  
HEART

Oprah taking a well deserved bow at the LA  
screening for her film The Immortal Life of 
Henrietta Lacks at LACMA's BING theater.

The more we understand love, that creative, always on, enduring source of all 
that is, the deeper our alignment with the dance of life. 
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LOVE 

LITERACY!



BIG CHILL WED

BE

LOVE

YO!



Vanessa by the Sea:  
Book One:  
Love Always  
Remains  
the Answer 
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Mel's
Lessons  
in Love 

Oprah taking a well deserved bow at the LA  
screening for her film The Immortal Life of  
Henrietta Lacks at LACMA's BING theater.

Life is an ongoing affirmation of spirit’s will to express itself.  It is 
Thursday and I am driving to Vanessa’s office in Manhattan Beach 
from my place in Beverly Hills via the route through Playa Del Rey 
onto the road by the ocean. Nature’s waters standing in the breach. 
What I see next takes my breath away. An awe inspiring horizon of 
blues and sun exploding before me. It is more light than I can take 
in even under my sun glassed eyes, I feel the need to squint. From 
seemingly out of nowhere, the entire Pacific Ocean stretches 
before me creating a tiny oceanic slice of visual delight. An epic 
window into the depths of the big blue Pacific, haunting. Pushing, 
pulsing, radiating, falling churning waters. 

Available on Amazon.

“Accepting yourself and your way of
being with openness and love naturally
extends that privilege to all you meet.”



Vanessa 
by the Sea

CONT'D

By Melanie Lutz 

What would the world be like if Love always  

remained the answer, if 80% of the thoughts  

flying in the air were loving?  Imagine the  

possibilities of peace, productivity  

and prosperity on the planet. 

N O  M A T T E R  W H A T  T H E  
Q U E S T I O N  L O V E  A L W A Y S  
R E M A I N S  T H E  A N S W E R

It is Thursday at 2pm and I am
sitting across from Vanessa reading
from part of the book that has
emerged from our work together.
 In that way of things the ending of
the book came first reflecting the
beginnings as endings, and on and
on, into the infinity symbol of life
always in motion that flows
through the course of our work
together.  I am connected to that
other space we share that is a
meeting place of friends, in the
garden of our healing relationship,
created and shared and tended to
and experienced into and through
the words on any page. “It was a
healing of a most profound nature.
Understanding was laid bare in the
naked space of being in a deep
knowing beyond words.   I sat in the
glow awash in the healing energy
witnessing a great radiant light the
warmth of which would be with me
forever.  

At last I could relax after a
lifetime of self-inflicted
struggles, projected untruths
and wounded realities. Those
idols we use to block the truth
of love. Reality had been born
through the illusion of my
fears. I know this because her
words never changed Mine did
I know this because the truth
never changed My perception
did I know this because the
fractured girl that entered
therapy Was now a woman I
know this because what had
terrified me for years Now
played comfortingly at my feet
For that I am eternally grateful
What I know What I was
reminded of What I
remembered Was the truth
The truth of who I am Now and
forever.”  

LIT LIST



L I T  L I S T

V A N E S S A  B Y  T H E  S E A  |   M E L A N I E  L U T Z

We Arrive 
Where  
We Start.
To say I am diligent in my pursuit of a connection beyond
the barriers of my separation and personal confinement
may be an understatement. I seek connection with all
things to render evolutions grace. I have experienced pure
torture and pure bliss in equal parts and still the next
steps, then more steps have to be taken. All of it requiring
total acceptance and so much love. I allow the truth that
resides within me to emerge, to be unleashed, to be
celebrated free of the tortured enslavement of the words,
read: Lies that are the stories of our lives. 

THE OCEAN AS METAPHOR FOR THE UNCONSCIOUS

Barcelona is the capital and largest city of Catalonia and
Spain's second largest city, with a population of over one
and half million people (over five million in the whole
province). This city, located directly on the northeastern
Mediterranean coast of Spain, has a rich history, having
been under Roman.

A CLIENT. A THERAPIST. THE GIFT OF THE SEA

When I felt lost and the road seemed long with no end in
sight it is powerful to remember everything leads to my
destiny.    What remains from the exploration? Words on the
pages that follow. Because one did survive to tell the tale. 
Beyond the veil, beyond the beyond. Into the heart of Love. 
I am grateful. I am blessed. I am curious.  I am totally
loved. I remember the clouds are as beautiful as the sun. 
What God has wrought in me remains unchanged.   It is
time. 
 El Desnudo. 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E X P L O R E  |   V A N E S S A  B Y  T H E  S E A

Clarity, At Last.
IIt was a healing of a most profound nature. Understanding was laid bare in the naked
space of being in a deep knowing beyond words. I sit in the glow awash in the healing
energy witnessing a great radiant light the warmth of which would be with me forever.
At last I could relax after a lifetime of self-inflicted struggles, projected untruths and
wounded realities. Those idols we use to block the truth of love.  Reality had been born
through the illusion of my fears.  I know this because her words never changed Mine did 

I know this because the truth never changed My perception did I know this because the
fractured girl that entered therapy Was now a woman I know this because what had
terrified me for years Now played comfortingly at my feet For that I am eternally
grateful What I know What I was reminded of What I remembered Was the truth; The
truth of who I am Now and forever.”  



If there is a situation that
needs to be addressed,  
deal with it. Face it w/
the clear gaze and open
heart of Steve. 
With his vibes 
you are bound to 
make a wonderful 
work of it.

LET STEVE 
THE PUPPY  
BE YOUR 
GUIDE !!

COMMUNITY 
LOVE ACTIVISM 

NOTEBOOK

Ps. Be Kind
to Animals, 
You Crazy 
Bastards.



LOVE BUTTON
MOVEMENT



All things are echoes of the Voice for
Love. Fear is generally much louder
and in your face. Learn to hear with
your heart open, shift your
alignment to loving thoughts and
take action. Watch ⚡  unfold.

Every Valentine's Day we create,
connect, organize, activate 100
hearts in our neighborhoods and
community to be love and make
a change. Starting with the
world's we see.

100 HEARTS PROJECT

MEL'S LOVE HAPS
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Mels Love Land Docu-Series  11 | 11 

8th annual Next 100  Starts 1 | 11 | 19 

100 Hearts Project 2 | 14 | 19 

NEXT 100

MINIMAG

Six issues a year covering the
world and all its charms through
the lens of social justice and love
activism. We work to uncover
what is right, what is just, and
what is loving. 

Our thoughts create our reality.
Mel goes into the world of our
thoughts to share messages of
love. 

DOCU-SERIES



This isn't the time to couch it up and wank out, but it
is the time to rest deeply into the truth of love. 
     Love brings the world closer together, to allow
innovation and expansion on the inner, now that earth
and its resources have reached a maximum state of
occupancy. With this wonderful technology we in the
love activism world know the inner power, the inner
state of being and becoming is the frontier to flood
with love, so we are connected to the changing
environments and we remain in movement while deeply
connected to each other in harmony. 

LISTEN ON 
SOUNDCLOUD

MEL 
TALKS

Brought to You By
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Oprah taking a well deserved bow at the LA  
screening for her film The Immortal Life of  
Henrietta Lacks at LACMA's BING theater.



We are programed to rise to the highest. 

When we step back and let love lead

the way, you give over to the miraculous

impulse of the universe. 

Everything is a platform for a miracle. 

Everywhere you are is an opportunity for

a miracle. 

Open your heart in this moment and

take a deep breath. As you exhale....

Lean into the experience of extending

more love, more kindness, and more

light into our worlds our interactions.

Extend that loving energy, allow it to

embrace our communities, allow it to

blanket the ever moving and changing

earth. Allow it to enlighten those in

darkness, those stuck in patterns that

hurt themselves and others. Enjoy the

moments of full and complete loving-

ness.  

Don't wait. We can solve our collective

problems, we can order the world from

a loving pov and that in doing so we can

bring light to what needs to be healed

so all of us can quantum leap into new

dimensions of expansion and evolution

and peace.  

Impacting Our
Communities
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Everyday
Miracles
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A dancer’s heart is one of complete surrender to
spirit through movement with the applied
discipline required to create a still point of
openness that shines for all to experience.   The
Dancing Hearts of CMDC encourage a foundation
of confidence, safety and purpose in practice of
healing our selves and, as a macrocosm of the
microcosm. the earth. CMDC is a diverse dance
collective that combines sacred dance, energy
healing and prop work to contribute to greater
peace, personal healing and social justice. 
   

F E A T U R E D  I N  M E L S  L O V E  L A N D  D O C U - S E R I E S

CRITICAL MASS 
DANCE COMPANY



Dance and the expression through the body
has long had the power to illuminate and
transform us, to thrill the soul. Working
quietly and with great beauty rooted in the
principles of social justice, Los Angeles based
non-profit arts and social justice organization
Critical Mass Dance Company (CMDC) sits at
the intersection of story telling arts and
healing force for loving change.  CMDC is a
dance collective, empowering young women
through the discipline and practice of dance
movement and flow arts as works of social
justice. Finding inspiration in Eastern
European dance theater, the company’s artistic
director Elena Sophia Kozak brought
“backlight” theater into her Dance
choreography to celebrate the light in the
darkness; the truth of transformation
expressed through visions of the heart. Built
on the idea that each dancing heart makes a
difference, that ideas flourish in that sacred
space, that dreams are meant to be realized,
that love is a beacon of hope to those in need
as the creation of community of the heart
through dance.  

Story

M O V E M E N T

When Practiced with Love  
Life is Always a Dance from the Heart

StoryBeginning in loving movement Critical Mass Dance Company
founded in 2010 creates socially conscious works of healing  
and activism based on their core movement practice,  
Dance from the Heart, 7 movments to integrate the whole body.  

CMDC performs at a recent Justice Event and Fundraiser.
www.criticalmassdancecompany.org



STAY CONNECTED W/ MEL
Loving acts take place in small moments, in quiet neighborhoods, 
in rebellious acts of grace and joy, Right now . W ith you and me.

Join one of our loving actions, 
events, experiences & talks. 

Look forward 
 to seeing you soon.

Pictured: Gretchen Picklebottom  
Acting President of Mels Love Land.



SUBSCRIBE TO

Name

Address

City State ZIP

S U B S C R I B E  |  I N F O @ A L W A Y S A L I C E . C O M

S H I P P I N G  I N F O R M A T I O N

Credit Card

Credit Card No.

Expiry CVC No.

B I L L I N G  I N F O R M A T I O N

Email Mobile No. Signature Total  in $40

Save   50% off the  ONLINE  price. 

BUY OR GIVE  a  SUBSCRIPTION 

 today and  Receive a Special Love Gift. 

Email info@alwaysalice.com

Make checks payable to  "MELS LOVE LAND" 
Special Discounted Yearly Subscription $40 
Credit card holders must be placed by Credit Car holders only.

Please allow 12-14 days before the first issue to arrive. Do not send cash 
Offer valid through June 30, 2020 

 Fill out this card and send it with payment to Always Alice, 2118 Wilshire Blvd. #231 Santa Monica, CA 90403

Check Money Order

- Payment Scheme -

MELS LAND
ALL SYSTEMS LOVE 



Love, Mel

MAY YOU EXPERIENCE THE PEACE AND LOVE AND JOY 
AVAILABLE IN EVERY MOMENT
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